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ABSTRACT

Reliability evaluation of distribution networks, including islanded microgrid cases, is presented. The Monte Carlo simulation algorithm is applied to a test network. The network includes three types of distributed energy resources solar photovoltaic (PV), wind turbine (WT) and gas turbine (GT). These distributed generators contribute to supply part of the load during grid-connected mode, but supply the entire load during islanded microgrid operation. PV and WT stochastic models have been used to simulate the randomness of these resources. This study shows that the implementation of distributed generations can improve the reliability of the distribution networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, researchers in the field of power systems engineering have become interested in the implementation of renewable energy resources in power networks. This interest is motivated by environmental issues and rising fossil fuel prices. Since greenhouse gas emissions are the main cause of global warming, using technologies that do not produce Carbon Dioxide emissions would naturally eliminate their effects. Rising fossil fuel prices have made renewable resources more competitive in the market and could encourage more technologies to compete in the power market. For example, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles that are predicted to reshape the transportation future, could interact with power grids as a means of energy storage. Alternative energy can be used to supply these vehicles, and this would reduce the dependency on fossil fuels.

Distributed energy resources take different forms such as wind, solar, geothermal, etc. The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has established a new project called SunShot. This project aims to reduce the solar energy cost by 75% by 2020. In addition, SunShot plans to extend the solar energy generation to reach 15-18% of the United States' electricity generation capacity by 2030 [1]. In 2011, Germany's PV installed capacity reached about 24 gigawatts (GW) [2]. In 2011, Italy installed 9.3 GW of PV generation capacity which made it the top PV market in that year. Germany and Italy accounted for 59% of Global PV installed capacity. China reached its first GW of PV capacity by installing 2.2 GW in 2011 [3].

The title of an ambitious plan which is supported by the United States government is “20 Percent Wind Energy by 2030 [4]. In 2007, 30 per cent of the installed capacity in
the United States was wind generation. China is massively expanding its wind generation capacity which reached 45 GW in 2010 [5]. Germany reached 30 GW of wind installed capacity generation in 2011[6]. In Spain, 1.5 GW of wind capacity were installed in 2010 and the total capacity has reached 20.5 GW [6].

1.1. DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES

In typical power networks, the electricity is generated by large-scale power plants and transported via the transmission and distribution networks to end users. This concept is called centralized generation. Distributed generation or decentralized generation is an approach that implements small-scale generators installed on the low-voltage networks by the customers or the utility companies. The advantages of employing this technology in power systems include:

- Reduction in power losses caused by the power traveling through long transmission lines and high voltage transformers.
- Relieving the congested transmission networks and reducing the need to expand transmission networks.
- Enabling consumers to select the source of energy based on the cost and awareness of the environmental issues.
- Improving the reliability of the power service by providing an alternative source during power disturbance events.

1.2. MICROGRIDS

In the traditional centralized generation version of power networks, the distribution networks are radial that allow the power to flow in one direction. However,
high penetration of distributed generation could change this practice, and more new technologies must be adopted on the distribution networks to prepare power grids to accept high levels of distributed generations. This is explained next.

The microgrids concept is associated with the distribution networks that contain one or more micro generators. The implementation of microgrids would reshape distribution engineering on different aspects such as protection, control and communication systems. Also, microgrids can be operated in an interconnected mode where the distributed generation contributes with power grid to supply the load, or, in an islanded mode where the loads are supplied by the distributed generation only. The integration of microgrids in power systems would pave the way for high penetration of intermittent resources such as wind and solar energy. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a microgrid in a distribution network. Since the breaker is open, microgrid 1 is isolated from the system and operated in island mode. Microgrid 2 is interconnected with the grid where the loads are supplied by the distributed generation and the main grid.

In a conventional distribution network, the power flow is radial which needs simple protection devices such as fuses, unidirectional overcurrent relays and reclosers. These devices don't fulfill the microgrid protection and does not offer the desired flexibility. Different configurations of distribution networks result in changing the short circuit levels which are caused by changing system impedance. In addition, bidirectional power flow is expected in operating distribution networks containing microgrids. For these reasons, protection systems must be reengineered to handle different operating modes. One of the promising features of microgrids is the capability to perform
autoconfiguration of distribution networks without the interaction of networks operators [7]. This feature makes microgrids self-healing from network components failure or power disturbances, and this will result in fewer interruptions leading to higher reliability. The use of power electronic-based or static switches would provide the protection and control systems of microgrids with faster response compared to convention mechanical circuit breakers [8].

Since the load and distributed generation from renewable resources variable in nature, energy management systems could be useful tools to allocate energy resources
and control power production. Live data needs to be collected and exchanged between within the system. These include, weather, load demand, power production and power outages. Therefore, two lines of communication should be installed in the distribution networks. The energy management system’s function is to process the data and achieve an efficient operation of the network with consideration of economic dispatch and system reliability. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a simplified block diagram of energy management system in a distribution network.

![Block Diagram of Energy Management System](image-url)

Figure 1.2 Block Diagram of Energy Management System
1.3. OBJECTIVE

The reliability of power networks is a major concern for utility companies and consumers. The reliability or availability term refers to the ability of the system to provide continuous service to end users regardless of any failures in the power network.

Most power companies operate their generation and transmission equipment in N-1 or N-2 criterion [9]. This means that if one piece of transmission equipment (transformer, lines, reactor) or generator goes out of operation in N-1 criterion, the system will be able to tolerate this outage without any shortage in power delivery to consumers. It is very important to have an additional capacity in transmission and generation because a shortage of the capacity or failure in these parts of the network can affect large numbers of customers. Due to the fact that distribution circuits are long and the large number of transformers in this part of the network are in contrast to transmission network, N-0 criterion is widely practiced in radial low voltage distribution networks. Therefore, power service would be interrupted when the main components of distribution networks go out. For this reason, the reliability evaluation of distribution networks have drawn the attention of researchers.

There are two main techniques to evaluate the reliability of power systems. The first is the analytical technique which requires a series of mathematical calculations with an approximation in the case of a complex system. In this thesis, Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) has been proposed for the purpose of reliability evaluation of the distribution network containing microgrids which is a simulative technique. The MCS is widely used in power system studies such as probabilistic power flow, economic dispatch and reliability evaluations [12], [13]. Distribution system reliability evaluation based on
MCS is very useful in complex non-linear systems. This method yields more information on the load point and system reliability indices compared to the analytical method. Because of the uncertainty of both wind turbine and photovoltaic output power, it is not easy to use the analytical method to evaluate reliability of a system contains these recourses. However, the output power of WT and PV can be predicted by generating a large number of scenarios in desired time. Therefore, using Monte Carlo simulations to simulate the output power of WT and PV can be used to avoid complexities of the analytical method.

A distribution system for RBTS Bus 2 containing four microgrids is used to test the methodology used in this research. In order to make it easier in coding, the sections have been relabeled. The RBTS Bus 2 and Bus 4 are wieldy used in reliability evaluations of distribution networks studies [10], [11]. These systems are small, and they can be easily analyzed. In addition, they offer sufficient data to conduct reliability studies without the need to power flow analysis. Figure 1.3 shows the distribution system for RBTS Bus 2.

The impact of implementing renewable distributed generation, storage systems, and conventional generation on the reliability of distribution network is studied. To evaluate the reliability of distribution networks containing PV and WT generations, stochastic models have to be built to deal with the uncertainty of these resources.

1.4. LITERATURE REVIEW

Billiton, et al. [14] have developed a reliability test system for educational purposes which is called the Roy Billiton Test System and is abbreviated as RBTS. The RBTS contains 5 busbars (Bus2-Bus6) [15]. Bus2 and Bus4 are widely used i
reliability evaluation of distribution networks because they offer detailed information on
distribution system components such as failure rate and average repair time for overhead
lines and underground cables systems.
Reliability assessment of distribution networks with distributed generation has drawn attention of researchers in power systems engineering. Many researchers have analyzed distribution systems with renewable resources such as solar and wind energy. In order to implement these resources in reliability studies, a stochastic model of output power must be used. Output power models of stochastic energy resources such as solar radiation and wind energy have been developed by A.K David [16]. His work represents probabilistic methods to predict the fluctuation of these resources for the purpose of reliability studies in power systems. Khalat and Rahman in [17] have studied three different methods to predict the output power of photovoltaic systems, which are Normal, Weibull and Beta distribution. They have compared the obtained results in different seasons from these methods and recommended using Beta and Weibull to represent the intermittency of the solar insolation depending on the desired time. Sutoh, Suzuki and Sekin have developed a probabilistic model of PV output power [18]. Their model represents the average and the variance of the output power of PV. Meteorological data has been collected and compared with the results that were obtained from the model which has proven that the variance of the output power obeys a normal distribution.

In order to develop a reliability model for a wind generator, the intermittency of the wind velocity must be considered in this model to obtain realistic results. Giorsetto and Utsurogi in [19] have developed a method to evaluate the impact of implementing wind turbine on the reliability of the system. They include the effects of forced outage of the wind turbine and the variable wind velocity on the overall reliability by using a probabilistic method. Wang, Dai and Thomas in [20] have studied the impact of wind turbine generators on the reliability of power systems and developed a model which deals
with failure rate of the generators and the associated equipment with it such as DC/AC convertor. Weibull distribution is used to generate the hourly wind velocity. Karki, Hu and Billinton in [21] have taken into account geographical locations of the wind power generation when they developed their wind reliability model. Actual Statistical Data is compared with simulated data of wind speeds in different locations in Canada, and the results were very close.

Billinton and Wang in [22] have developed an algorithm to evaluate the reliability using MCS to be used in complex distribution networks. The program was used on the distribution system of the RBTS, and the obtained results were very close to the analytical method. Reliability evaluation of distribution networks containing microgrids have been studied by Bea and Kim in two cases [10]. The load duration curve model was used in the one case and the peak load was used in a second case to investigate the impact of the load profile on system reliability. The results show that implementing load peak data in reliability studies would give misleading reliability indices. Huishi, Jian and Sige in [11] have investigated the impact of the distributed generations and storage systems on the distribution system reliability. The storage system model was developed and implemented to smooth the fluctuations of the output power of renewable resources.
2. DISTRIBUTED GENERATION MODELS

In this study, the reliability of distribution system containing renewable resources such as wind and solar energy was assessed. It is well known that due to the fact that solar insolation and wind speeds are both intermittent, the output powers of PV and WT systems are not deterministic. That brings up the need for a stochastic model to simulate PV and WT outputs. The stochastic model is a simulation-based technique to describe a non-deterministic behavior and the randomness of the system. The probability distribution, therefore, can be used to predict the output power of PV and WT. In order to find statistical data of the wind speed and solar insolation, meteorological data of a variety of weather conditions at one location must be measured. In this study, the distribution system contains distributed gas turbines (DGT’s). The output power of the DGT’s is modeled. The storage systems is needed to decrease the peak load since the peak of the output power of the PV’s and the peak load do not occur at the same time in most load profiles.

2.1. PHOTOVOLTAIC OUTPUT POWER MODEL

The sunlight intensity or insolation $I(t)$ and solar panel area ($S$) have a great impact on PV output power. The intensity of sunlight varies from month to month and reaches the peak during the summer as shown in Figure 2.1 For the sake of the simplicity, a simple model of PV is investigated in this research.

The output power of the PV system can be calculated by the following equation [27]:

$$P_{out} = \begin{cases} \frac{\eta_c}{K} \times S \times I(t)^2 & 0 < I(t) \leq K \\ \frac{\eta_c}{\eta} \times S \times I(t) & I(t) > K \end{cases} \quad (1)$$

Where $\eta_c$ is the efficiency of the PV system. $K$ is a threshold.
The value of $\eta_c$ is not a constant when $I(t)$ is less than or equal $K$. However, when $I(t)$ exceeds $K$, $\eta_c$ is almost constant. Figure 2.2 shows the relation between $I(t)$ and $\eta_c$. For a typical sunny day, the hourly solar insolation $I(t)$ can be expressed by the following equation [11]:

$$I(t) = \begin{cases} I_{max} \left( -\frac{1}{36} t^2 + \frac{2}{3} t - 3 \right) & 6 \leq t \leq 18 \\ 0 & 0 \leq t < 6 \text{ and } 18 \leq t \leq 24 \end{cases}$$ (2)

The solar insolation can be affected by several factors such as clouds, temperature, and relative humidity. To make the PV model more realistic, a prediction tool should be implemented. Studies have proven that the variation of PV output power ($\Delta P_{out}$) follows a normal distribution [23]. Therefore, $\Delta P_{out}$ can be expressed by the following equation [23]:

![Figure 2.1 The Hourly Output Power of PV](image_url)
Where $\sigma_{PV}$ is the variance of PV output power.

The predicted PV output power includes $P_{out}$ on a sunny day plus $\Delta P_{out}$. Thus, the PV output can be calculated by the following equation [23]:

$$P_{PV} = P_{out} + \Delta P_{out}$$

(4)

Figure 2.2 PV Efficiency vs. Sunlight Intensity

2.2. WIND TURBINE OUTPUT POWER MODEL

The output power of a wind turbine depends on wind velocity. If the wind velocity is below the cut-in speed, there is no enough power to generate power, and the
wind turbine would be tuned off. If the wind velocity is between the cut-in and rated speed, the output power would be variable. If the wind velocity is between the rated and cut-on speed, the output power would be constant. In the case of the wind speed goes above cut-on speed, the wind turbine would be turned off because it exceeds the mechanical safety limit. The relationship between the output power and wind velocity is shown in Figure 2.3, and can be expressed as [19]:

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } 0 \leq V_t \leq V_{ci} \\
(A + B \cdot V_t + C \cdot V_t^2) \cdot P_r & \text{if } V_{ci} \leq V_t \leq V_r \\
P_r & \text{if } V_r \leq V_t \leq V_{co} \\
0 & \text{if } V_t > V_{co}
\end{cases}
\]  

(5)

Where

- \( P_r \) rated power output
- \( V_{ci} \) cut-in wind speed
- \( V_r \) rated wind speed
- \( V_{co} \) cut-out wind speed

A, B, and C are constants, and can be calculated as functions of \( V_{ci} \) and \( V_r \) as [19]:

\[
A = \frac{1}{(V_{ci} - V_r)^2} \left( V_{ci} (V_{ci} + V_r) - 4V_{ci}V_r \left( \frac{V_{ci} - V_r}{2V_r} \right)^3 \right)
\]  

(6)

\[
B = \frac{1}{(V_{ci} - V_r)^2} \left( 4(V_{ci} + V_r) \left( \frac{V_{ci} + V_r}{2V_r} \right)^3 - (3V_{ci} + V_r) \right)
\]  

(7)

\[
C = \frac{1}{(V_{ci} - V_r)^2} \left( 2 - 4 \left( \frac{4V_{ci} + V_r}{2V_r} \right)^3 \right)
\]  

(8)

Wind speed is intermittent by nature, and this will result in variations in output power. Consequently, a probabilistic method should be implemented to simulate the uncertainty of the wind speed. Statistical data has shown that probability distribution of wind speed follows a Weibull distribution [24], [25]. The probability density
function of a two parameter Weibull distribution is given as [26]:

\[ f(v) = \frac{k}{c} \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^{k-1} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^k \right] \]  

(9)

Where

\( v \) wind speed
\( c \) scale parameter
\( k \) shape parameter

Both \( c \) and \( k \) can be expressed as functions of average (\( \mu \)) and standard deviation (\( \sigma \)) of wind velocity. To find the shape parameter, approximation was used [4]. \( k \) can be calculated by the following equation [26]:

\[ k = \left( \frac{\sigma}{\mu} \right)^{1.086} \]  

(10)

After finding \( k \), \( c \) can be calculated by the following equation [26]:

\[ c = \frac{\mu}{k(1+1/k)} \]  

(11)
Since the Weibull probability function of the wind speed is very sensitive to any change in $c$ and $k$, statistical data of the wind speed at the desired location should be collected for several years. The hourly output power of the wind turbine model in one year is shown in Figure 2.4. It is observed that the output power of the wind turbine is variable throughout the year.

![Figure 2.4 Hourly Output Power of Wind Turbine in a Year](image)

### 2.3. GAS TURBINE OUTPUT POWER MODEL

Gas turbine generators (GT's) are wieldy used in distribution networks. In some cases, GT's are used as back-up source, especially with critical loads or they are
associated with the main grid to supply the load during the peak time. GT is a very reliable source of energy with low rates of failure. Its output power is predictable. Thus, developing an output power model of gas turbine is very simple and depends on the operation hours. In this study, GTs operates for 5 hours in normal conditions, or when there is a shortage from the main grid. In this study, the peak load time occurs between 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm based on the load profile, which will be demonstrated in Section 3. Figure 2.5 shows the generation profile of a GT.

![Figure 2.5 The Daily Generation Profile of Distributed Gas Turbine](image)

2.4. STORAGE SYSTEM

A storage system can be used with a photovoltaic unit to smooth the fluctuation of the PV output power and shave the peak load by reducing the demand. In addition,
battery storage can associate with the distributed energy resources to supply the load when the main source is not available. In this thesis, a generic battery storage system is developed, which serves the main purpose of this study.

The battery system capacity and the converter capacity are 0.75 MWh and 0.3 MW respectively. Figure 2.6 shows the hourly charge and discharge profile of the battery. From 2:00 am to 6:00 am, the storage draws 0.15 MW continuously to charge the batteries because this time is considered to be off-peak (based on the load profile). From 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm, the storage system is discharged to supply the load during the peak. Because there is no output power of the PV during the night, the storage battery is charged by the main grid. During interruptions in the power network, the load can draw up to 0.3 MWh of energy in 2.5 hours if the battery is fully charged.

Figure 2.6 Hourly Charge and Discharge Profile of the Storage (P>0 Charging and P<0 Discharging)
3. LOAD MODEL

Weather conditions and seasonal events affect the load. Fortunately, most of these events take place at the same time annually. Therefore, the behavior of power system loads is a frequent pattern during normal conditions. A time varying load model can be developed by using historical data. Monthly and hourly weight factor data are used to construct a load model. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show monthly and hourly weight factors [28]. Equation (12) can be used to find the predicted load for load point $i$ at any desired time.

$$P_i(t) = w_h(h) \times w_m(m) \times P_{Li}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Where

$w_h(h)$ hourly weight factor

$w_m(m)$ monthly weight factor

$P_{Li}$ peak load for load point $i$

Figure 3.1 Monthly Weight Factor
Figure 3.2 Hourly Weight Factor
4. RELIABILITY INDICES

Mostly, forced interruptions in power service are included in reliability evaluation. These interruptions occur due to the failure of network components. In this study, some common indices are used to evaluate the reliability of power networks. These include SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS. These indices can be defined as functions of average failure rate over the total number of customers, and average interruption time.

4.1. AVERAGE FAILURE RATE

The average failure rate $\lambda$ is defined as the probability of failure occurrence during a specific period for load point [29], which can be given by

$$\lambda = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Where $\lambda_i$ is the failure rate of the series components from the source point to load point.

4.2. AVERAGE INTERRUPTION TIME

The average interruption time $U$ is defined as the average interruption time of load point in a specific period [29], which can be expressed as:

$$U = \sum_{i}^{n} \lambda_i r_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where $r_i$ is average restoration time of network component $i$.

4.3. SYSTEM AVERAGE INTERRUPTION FREQUENCY INDEX

SAIFI measures the number of permanent interruption that customers would experience in one year [29], which can be calculated by Eq. (15).

$$SAIFI = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i N_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} N_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

Where $N_i$ is number of customers per load point.
4.4. SYSTEM AVERAGE INTERRUPTION DURATION INDEX

SAIDI measures the duration of permanent interruption that customers would experience in one year [29], which can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
SAIDI = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} u_i N_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} N_i}
\]  

(16)

4.5. EXPECTED ENERGY NOT SUPPLIED

EENS measures the total of energy interruption that customers would experience in one year [29]. It can be calculated by Equation (17).

\[
EENS = \sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i
\]

(17)

Where \( E_i \) is the average of average interruption energy per load point.
5. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Due to the fact that failures in power systems are random in nature, MCS can be used to simulate these failures. MCS is a probabilistic method that can be used to predict the behavior of the system components. Time sequential simulation is one of the MCS types used when the system behavior depends on past events.

An artificial history is needed in time sequential simulation, and this can be obtained by generating the up and down times randomly for the system components. Time to failure (TTF) is the duration that it would take the component to fail. This time is predicted randomly by the following equation [29]:

$$TTF = -\frac{1}{\lambda} \ln(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Where \(\lambda\) is failure rate of system component and \(n\) is a random number (range from 0 to 1).

Time to repair (TTR) or Time to replace (TTR) is the time required to repair or replace a failed components. Also, this time is predicted randomly by the following equation [29]:

$$TTR = -\frac{1}{\mu} \ln(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Where \(\mu\) is repair rate of system component.

It is obvious from Equations (18) and (19) that TTF and TTR follow exponential distributions. To predict the artificial history of system components, TTF and TTR can be generated to cover simulation times (e.g. 1 year) in chronological order. Figure 5.1 shows an example of component operating history. In order to obtain an accurate result, MCS have to be performed for a large number of scenarios, and the simulation time can be expanded to be a very long time (e.g. 1000 years or more) depending on the case study
and the desired accuracy. After that, the average can be calculated. In this study, the simulation is performed for a time period of one year and 10000 cases.

![Graph](image)  
*Figure 5.1 Element Operating/Repair History*
6. SIMULATION PROCEDURE

In this study, two reliability evaluation algorithms are used. The first algorithm is for a distribution network that does not contain microgrids, and the second is for a distribution network containing microgrids. The results from the algorithms give a clear vision of how DGs can impact the reliability. MCS is performed on RBTS Bus 2 system with developed stochastic DGS models to simulate the uncertainty of these resources. Matlab has been used to develop the programs which are shown in the Appendix of this thesis.

Since the main purpose of this study is to evaluate the reliability of distribution systems containing microgrids, the following assumptions were made which should not have a significant effect on the results:

- Only primary main feeder failures are included in the analysis.
- Only permanent faults are included in the study.
- All protection devices operate successfully to isolate faults.
- Each section is protected by a breaker to isolate faults.
- It takes 1 hr to transfer loads from the failed feeder to a neighboring feeder through a normal operating point.
- Each circuit breaker is controlled by a bi-directional protection device.

The following steps are the simulation procedures of reliability evaluation of distribution networks containing distributed generation:

i. Generate the time to failure for each distribution component using Equations (18).
ii. Generate the operating/repair history for each distributed generator using Equations (18) and (19).

iii. Check the time to failure of one of distribution complement is less than 8760 hr, if no one go to step i.

iv. Select the distribution component that has the least time to failure.

v. Find the affected load points connected to the failed feeder, and divide it to two groups. First group, load points can be restored. Second group, load points cannot be restored.

vi. Generate the time to repair and determine interruption energy for group one.

vii. Determine the total power of distributed generator that connected to failed feeder by using DG model feeder, and determine the total load of group 2.

viii. If total power generation is greater than or equal the total load of group 2, go to step x

ix. Generate the time to repair and determine interruption energy for group one.

x. Find the distribution component that has next smallest time to failure. If it is less than 8670, go to v or go to xi if not.

xi. Repeat steps i-x until reached the maximum number of cases

xii. Determine SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS by using the Equations (15), (16), and (17) respectively.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the algorithms of distribution system reliability evaluation indices with and without microgrids respectively.
Figure 6.1 Flowchart of Distribution System Reliability Evaluation Without Microgrids
Figure 6.2 Flowchart of Distribution System Reliability Evaluation with Microgrids
7. CASE STUDY

Many distribution network reliability studies reported in the literature have used the RBTS Bus 2 or Bus 4. These networks offer the information needed to conduct a reliability study. The system of RBTS Bus 2 is shown in Figure 7.1. The failure rate of the feeders and laterals is a function of their length. The lengths of 11kV feeders and laterals are shown in Table 7.1 The load points data are shown in Table 7.2. The reliability indices of the distribution components are shown in Table 7.3.

Figure 7.1 Distribution System for RBTS Bus 2 Containing Microgrids
### Table 7.1 Feeder Lengths [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length km</th>
<th>Feeder Section Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4, 6, 9, 14, 15, 18, 24, 29, 31, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 20, 25, 27, 30, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8, 11, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 26, 28, 33, 34, 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.2 Load Points Data [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load Points</th>
<th>$P_{peak}$ (MW)</th>
<th>No. of customers per Load Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3, 10, 11</td>
<td>0.8668</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 5, 13, 14, 20, 21</td>
<td>0.5660</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 7, 15, 16, 22</td>
<td>0.4540</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.1500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12, 17, 18, 19</td>
<td>0.4500</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.3 Reliability Indices of Distribution Elements [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Failure Rate</th>
<th>Repair Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformers (11/0.415 kV)</td>
<td>0.015 (f/yr)</td>
<td>10 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines (11kV)</td>
<td>0.0650 (f/yr*km)</td>
<td>5 hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The maximum output power of each PV plant is 1.5 MW. The failure rate and average repair time of PV generators are taken to be 0.1 f/yr and 20 h, respectively [11]. The capacity of the storage system is 0.7 MWh and the converter is rated at 0.3 MW. The maximum output power of each WT is 2 MW. The failure rate and average repair time of WTs are 0.25 f/yr and 20 h, respectively [11]. The rated power of each gas generators is 2 MW. The failure rates and average repair time of the DGTs are 0.25 f/yr and 8 h respectively [11]. The solar insolation data is given in Table 7.4. The wind velocity and wind turbine data are given in Table 7.5. The PV efficiency ($\eta$) and $K_e$ are 0.1 and 0.2 $m/W^2$.

Table 7.4 The Monthly Light Intensity (kW.hr/day/m$^2$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>10.23</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>11.42</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>5.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.5 The Wind Velocity and Wind Turbine Data (m/s) [26]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind Velocity ($v_{avg}$)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation ($\sigma$)</th>
<th>Cut-in Velocity ($v_{ci}$)</th>
<th>Rated Velocity ($V_r$)</th>
<th>Cut-off Velocity ($v_{co}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The modified RBTS Bus 2 has four microgrids. Microgrid 1 contains feeder 1 and is supplied by PV1, WT1, and DGT1. Microgrid 2 contains feeder 2 and is supplied by PV2. Microgrid 3 contains feeder 3 and is supplied by PV3, WT2, and DGT2. Microgrid 4 contains feeder 4 and is supplied by PV4, WT3, and DGT3. If there is enough power generation to supply the feeder loads during a permanent fault, the microgrids can operate in islanded mode.

In this work, MCS is used to evaluate the reliability of RBTS Bus 2 with and without microgrids. In addition, the impact of implementing storage systems in the reliability assessment of the distribution network is investigated. Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show annual average rate, average interruption time, and annual interruption energy of load points in the three cases respectively. Table 7.6 shows the results of the overall reliability indices of the entire system for the three cases. The failure rate of the feeder

![Figure 7.2 Failure Rate of All Load Points](image-url)
section is a function of the length, and each section has a different length. Therefore, the
failure rates of the short feeder (F2) are low compared to the long feeders (F1, F3, F3). In RBTS Bus 2 without microgrids, it is obvious that the load points located at the end of the main feeder have high failure rates because permanent faults result in isolating these load points from the main source. On the other hand, load points located at the end of the main feeder within the microgrid have low failure rates. This reduction in failure rate in a microgrid is due to the excess generation capacity provided by the DGs and storage during the outage of the main sources. In systems with bidirectional power flows, two breakers must be coordinated to isolate the fault from both sides. Therefore, load points connected to the first section of the feeders are considered technically outside the boundary of the microgrids, Figure 7.2 demonstrates that there is no reduction in the average failure rate for these load points. Since a probabilistic simulation was used in this study, it is obvious there is no improvement in the failure rates of load points 1, 2, 8, 15, 16 and 17.

Average interruption time is a function of failure rates and average restoration time of network components. Therefore, all of the previous observations are applicable to Figure 7.3. All of the feeders in RBTS Bus 2 are connected to neighboring feeders through a normal operating point (meaning that the breakers are open in normal condition), which allows network operators to transfer the load in case of a failure on the main feeder. Transferring loads during the failure would result in less average interruption time. The average interruption time of load points located outside the boundary of the microgrid would not be affected by the DGs. In addition, the average
interruption time of the load points connected to the first section of the microgrid pointes are supplied by the main

![Graph showing average interruption time of all load points with different scenarios: W/O Microgrids, W/O Storage, W/ Storage.](image)

**Figure 7.3 Average Interruption Time of All Load Points**

grid (two breakers would open to interrupt the fault) or these load points cannot be restored when the first section failed. It is observed that the average interruption time of load points connected to the second feeder section such as 3 and 4 are not accurate in microgrid and storage cases due to using a probabilistic method to evaluate the reliability in this study. As result of this, it is observed from Figure 7.3 that microgrids can reduce average interruption time slightly. The average interruption energy of load point is a
function of the average interruption time and the load of each load point. Therefore all of the previous observations are applicable to Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 Average Interruption Energy of All Load Points

Table 7.6 Reliability Indices of RBTS BUS2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Case 1 (without microgrid)</th>
<th>Case 2 (with microgrid)</th>
<th>Case 3 (with storage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAIFI (/yr)</td>
<td>0.2094</td>
<td>0.1934</td>
<td>0.1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIDI (hr/yr)</td>
<td>0.8631</td>
<td>0.8512</td>
<td>0.8449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EENS (MWh/yr)</td>
<td>8.3998</td>
<td>8.1945</td>
<td>7.9987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the previous results, the implementation of DG's in distribution networks can improve the reliability of distribution networks by offering a back up source when the main source is not available. It is observed that the overall reliability indices have improved, which is shown in Table 7.6. Based on the observation in Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 we observe that reliability improvement associated in the presence of microgrids not only depends on the size of the DGs but also on location and distribution of DGs. These results take into account random events and factors such as failures, variation in WT and PV output power, and the repair time.
8. CONCLUSION

The implementation of renewable resources in distribution networks is promising in many aspects such as reducing green gas emissions, improving reliability of power services and reducing the power losses on transmission networks. To accommodate these resources in the distribution network, new technologies must be adopted to deal with the complexity and intermittency of the renewable resources. Microgrids could pave the way to integrate solar energy and wind energy in distribution systems, which can deal with different modes of operation such as islanded mode and interconnected mode.

In this study, a reliability evaluation was conducted on a test distribution network. RBTS Bus2 data have been used because it offers very detailed information on each distribution component such as the failure rate and average restoration time of its circuits, transformers and breakers. Since the original RBTS Bus2 does not contain any distributed generation, the system has been modified to include PV's, WT's, and DGT's.

In order to evaluate the reliability of distribution networks containing PV and WT which are random in their output production, probabilistic techniques must be used for this task. Monte Carlo Simulation is a very useful tool for this purpose; it requires only basic information to generate the artificial history of the system components. By generating large and random numbers of scenarios of the system element, the failure rates and average restoration times can be easily found by calculating the frequency and the duration of the down time of each load point.

A PV stochastic model using normal distribution has been developed to simulate the intermittency of the solar insolation. A two parameters Weibull distribution has been proposed to be used with WT output power model to simulate the randomness of the
wind velocity. A DGT model has been developed to supply the loads during the peak. Failures rates and average restoration times were assigned to all distributed energy resources, and these indices were taken into account in reliability assessment studies.

Common indices such as SAIFI, SAIDI and EENS have been calculated to evaluate the reliability of the distribution network in three cases without microgrids, with microgrids and with storage system. The impact of the DGs in case of the islanded mode has been investigated. Simulation studies have shown that the implementation of DGs in the distribution system can improve the reliability. In the microgrid case, SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS were improved by 7.64%, 1.4%, and 2.4%, respectively. In storage case, SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS were improved by 10.60%, 2.12%, and 4.76%, respectively.
9. FUTURE WORK

In this work, reliability evaluation of a distribution system containing microgrids using MCS is conducted. Since severe weather conditions can result in forced outages in distribution networks, future work should take into consideration these conditions and come up with a probabilistic model to simulate it to investigate the impact on the reliability. Meteorological data such as the annual rate of the thunderstorms and hurricanes at the desired locations should be used.

Since the location and the size of the DG's can affect the reliability of the power systems, finding the optimal size and location of the DG's that will have the greatest reliability improvement can be investigated in future work. Common optimization techniques that consider some constraints such as the range of DG size and the boundary of the DG location in the distribution network can be used for this purpose. For example, Particle Swarms Optimization (PSO) would be a useful and a simple method because it does not use the gradient information.
APPENDIX A.

WIND TURBINE OUTPUT POWER MODEL
function [P3]=WT_output_power(WTno,HourTTF);
%Topic: Stochastic model for wind turbine using Weibull distribution
% Author: Abdulaziz Alkuhayli
% Date: July/2012
Vavg=14.6*(1000/3600);  % average wind speed velocity m/s
sta=9.75*(1000/3600);  % standard deviation of wind
Vci=9*(1000/3600);  % the cut-in velocity m/s
Vr=38*(1000/3600);  % the rated wind velocity m/s
Vco=80*(1000/3600);  % the rated cut-off velocity m/s
P=[2500;2000];  % the max output power of WT1 and WT2 (KW)
k=2;  % shape parameter
c=8.03;  % scaling parameter
% finding the output power of wind turbine for 24 hr
for i=1:24;
    F(i)=c*(-log(rand(1)))^(1/k);  % generate uniformly distributed random wind velocity
    if F(i)<=Vci || F(i)>=Vco  % || means or
        P2(i)=0;
    end
    if F(i)>Vci && F(i)<Vr
        P2(i)=P(WTno)*(F(i)^3-Vci^3)/(Vr^3-Vci^3);  % the output power of WT
    end
    if F(i)>Vr
        P2(i)=P(WTno);  %the output power of WT
    end
    V(i)=i;
end
P3=P2(HourTTF);  % the output power at the desired hour
APPENDIX B.

PHOTOVOLTAIC OUTPUT POWER MODEL
function [P2]=PV_output_power(MonthTTF,HourTTF,PVno);

Kc=200;  % Threshold 200 M/W^2

nc=0.1;  % Solar panel efficiency

S=[1;1.5];  % The max power of PV

% Largest Daylight intensity in every month (Jan-Dec)(unit is kW/m^2)
LDI=[5.92;  
    7.16;  
    8.78;  
    10.23;  
    11.11;  
    11.42;  
    11.23;  
    10.50;  
    9.22;  
    7.59;  
    6.17;  
    5.52];

for t=1:1:24;
%
% from 1Am to 5Am fundamental intensity =0;

if t <= 5
    I(t)=0;
end

f(t)=normpdf(rand(1),0,1);  % generate the random number using normal distribution
if \( t \leq 5 \);

\[
I(t) = 0; \\
P(t) = 0; \quad \text{% output power}
\]

\[
P1(t) = 0; \\
\%
\text{from 18 to 24 fundamental intensity } = 0;
\]

elseif \( t \geq 18 \)

\[
I(t) = 0; \\
P1(t) = 0;
\]

else

\[
I(t) = \text{LDI(MonthTTF)} / 24 \times (-1/36 \times t^2 + 2/3 \times t - 3); \quad \text{% fundamental intensity}
\]

\[
P1(t) = n_c \times S(PVno) \times (I(t) + f(t) \times \text{LDI(MonthTTF)} / 24); \quad \text{% output of power PV}
\]

end

\[
V(t) = t;
\]

end

\[
P1(3) = 400 + P1(3);
\]

for \( i = 4:19 \)

\[
P1(i) = 400 + P1(i); \quad \text{% adding storage capacity}
\]

end

\[
P1(20) = 400 + P1(20);
\]

\[
P2 = P1(\text{HourTTF}); \quad \text{% the output power of the desired hour.}
\]
APPENDIX C.

GAS TURBINE OUTPUT POWER MODEL
function [P4]=DG_output_power(HourTTF);

P=zeros(24);

P(16:20)=2;

P4=P(HourTTF);
APPENDIX D.

RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF RBTS 2
% Feeder Section Reliability Indices=[feeder section section length km
% feeder no]
FSRI=[1 0.6 1;2 0.75 1;3 0.8 1;4 0.75 1;5 0.75 2;
    6 0.6 2;7 0.75 3;8 0.8 3;9 0.6 3;10 0.75 3;
    11 0.8 4;12 0.75 4;13 0.75 4;14 0.6 4];

% Lateral Reliability Indices=[Lateral no. Lateral Length Load point Index]
LRI=[15 0.6 1;16 0.8 2;17 0.8 3;18 0.75 4;19 0.8 5;20 0.75 6;21 0.8 7;
    22 0.8 8;23 0.8 9;24 0.6 10;25 0.75 11;26 0.8 12;27 0.75 13;
    28 0.8 14;29 0.6 15;30 0.75 16;31 0.6 17;32 0.6 18;33 0.8 19;
    34 0.8 20;35 0.75 21;36 0.8 22];

% Transformers Location [Trans no, Section Connected to Trans]
TL=[1 1;2 2;3 3;4 4;5 6;6 6;7 8;8 10;9 11;10 12;11 13;12 14;13 15;14 16;
    15 17;16 18;17 19;18 20;19 21;20 22];

% DG Data =[no of DG,no of section,no of feeder,Type of DG]
% Type of DG : 1 for PV, 2 for WT 3 for Gas Turbine.
DGData=[ 1 4 1 1 0;2 3 1 2 0;3 4 1 3 0;4 6 2 1 0;
      5 10 3 1 0;6 9 3 2 0;7 10 3 3 0;8 14 4 1 0;9 13 4 2 0;10 14 4 3 0 ];
Mu1=1/30; % Photovoltaic Repair Rate(1/h)
Mu2=1/20; % Wind Turbine Repair Rate(1/h)
Mu3=1/8; % Gas Turbine Repair Rate(1/h)
Lamda1=0.1; % Photovoltaic Failure Rate(f/yr)
Lamda2=0.25; % Wind Turbine Failure Rate(f/yr)
Lamda3=0.25; % Gas Turbine Failure Rate(f/yr)
RR=[Mu1 Mu2 Mu3 Mu1 Mu1 Mu2 Mu3 Mu1 Mu2 Mu3]; % Repair Rate of DGs
FR=[Lamda1 Lamda2 Lamda3 Lamda1 Lamda1 Lamda2 Lamda3 Lamda1 Lamda1 Lamda2;
    Lamda3 ]; % Failure Rate of DGs
% Load point location and Data=[LP no,From Section,To Section,Feeder no, 
% Average load MW, Peak load MW,no of customers]
LP=[1 1 2 1 0.535 0.8668 210;2 1 2 1 0.535 0.8668 210;3 2 3 1 0.535 0.8668 210;4 2 3 1 0.566 0.9167 1;5 3 4 1 0.566 0.9167 1;6 3 4 1 0.454 0.75 10;7 4 4 1 0.454 0.75 10;8 5 6 2 1 1.6279 1;9 6 6 2 1.15 1.8721 1;10 7 8 3 0.535 0.8668 210;11 8 9 3 0.535 0.8668 210;12 8 9 3 0.45 0.7291 200;13 9 10 3 0.566 0.9167 1;14 9 10 3 0.566 0.9167 1;15 10 10 3 0.454 0.75 10;16 11 12 4 0.454 0.75 10;17 11 12 4 0.45 0.7291 200;18 12 13 4 0.45 0.7291 200;19 12 13 4 0.45 0.7291 200;20 13 14 4 0.566 0.9167 1;21 14 14 4 0.566 0.9167 1;22 14 14 4 0.454 0.75 10];

% Distribution Component failure rate (f/yr.km)
Lamda=0.1;
LamdaL=0.065;

% Distribution Component repair time (hr) (takes to repair)
r=5;

% Switching Time (hr) (takes to transfer the load to nearby feeder)
s=1;

% Hourly Load Profile [the hourly load factor]
Ph=[0.692280404
0.652746126
0.621201274
0.584524386
0.597240307
0.607917529
0.62269702
0.641021719
0.693909975
0.749798172
0.86213314
0.913332912]
% Monthly Load Profile  [the monthly load factor January - December]
Pm=[0.598937583
    0.497343958
    0.435590969
    0.434262948
    0.512616202
    0.752988048
    0.942231076
    1
    0.969455511
    0.80810093
    0.530544489
    0.486055777];
NC=10000;  % no of trials
% intialize failure rate matrix of load points
Fau=zeros(NC,22);
% intialize restoration time matrix of load points
Rest=zeros(NC,22);
% initialize energy loss matrix of load points
LoEng=zeros(NC,22);
for kk=1:NC;
% generate the history of the Transformers
    for i=1:length(TL);
        u=rand(1);   % generate a random number
        if u==1;
            u=0.999;
        end
        TTFL(i,1)=(-1/0.05)*log(u)*8760;  % finding Time to failure(hr) for each dis
        TTFL(i,2)=TL(i,2);   % finding the connected section to transformer
    end
    MinTTFL=min(TTFL(:,1));  % find the transformer that has the least time to failure.

    while(MinTTFL<8760)  % simulation time is year (check it)
        for i=1:length(TTFL(:,1))
            if TTFL(i,1)==MinTTFL
                break
            end
        end
        v=TTFL(i,2);  % v is the index of the least TTF
    end

    MonthTTF=MinTTFL/730;  % convert time to failure from hour to month
    DayTTF=(MonthTTF-floor(MonthTTF))*30;  % convert time to failure from month to day

    if MonthTTF<1;  % convert time to failure from day to hour
MonthTTF=1;
end
MonthTTF=floor(MonthTTF);
HourTTF=(DayTTF-floor(DayTTF))*24;
if HourTTF<1
    HourTTF=1;
end
HourTTF=round(HourTTF);
TTR=-5*log(rand(1)); % finding time to repair for comp. has least TTF
TTR1=round(TTR); % round the number to nearest integer
    ct1=0;
    ct2=0;
    for ii=1:TTR1;
        if HourTTF+ct2>=24;
            HourTTF=1;
            ct2=0;
        end
        ct1=ct1+LP(v,6)*Pm(MonthTTF)*Ph(HourTTF+ct2); % finding load of the desired time.
        ct2=ct2+1;
    end
LoEng(kk,v)=ct1+LoEng(kk,v); % Energy loss LP
Fau(kk,v)=1+Fau(kk,v); % failure rate for LP
Rest(kk,v)=TTR+Rest(kk,v); % Restoration time for LP
TTFL(i,:)=[];
MinTTFL=min(TTFL(:,1)); % finding the next comp that has the least TTF
end
% -----------------------------------------------

% generate the history of the laterals
for i=1:length(LRI);
\begin{verbatim}
    u = rand(1);
    if u == 1;
        u = 0.999;
    end
    TTFL(i,1) = (-1/(LamdaL*LRI(i,2))*log(u)*8760);  % finding Time to failure(hr) for lateral
    TTFL(i,2) = i;  % finding the connected section to lateral
    end
    MinTTFL = min(TTFL(:,1));  % find the transformer that has the least time to failure.
    while (MinTTFL < 8760)  % check if the TTF is less than 8760 hr
        for i = 1:length(TTFL(:,1));
            if TTFL(i,1) == MinTTFL;
                break
            end
        end
        v = TTFL(i,2);
        % finding failure time to calculate the energy loss
        MonthTTF = MinTTFL/730;  % convert time to failure from hour to month
        DayTTF = (MonthTTF - floor(MonthTTF))*30;  % convert time to failure from month to day
        if MonthTTF < 1  % convert time to failure from day to hour
            MonthTTF = 1;
        end
        MonthTTF = floor(MonthTTF);
        HourTTF = (DayTTF - floor(DayTTF))*24;
        if HourTTF < 1
            HourTTF = 1;
        end
        HourTTF = round(HourTTF);
        TTR = -r*log(rand(1));
\end{verbatim}
TTR1=round(TTR);
ct1=0;
ct2=0;
for ii=1:TTR1;
    if HourTTF+ct2>=24;
        HourTTF=1;
        ct2=0;
    end
    ct1=ct1+LP(v,6)*Pm(MonthTTF)*Ph(HourTTF+ct2); % finding load of the desired time.
    ct2=ct2+1;
end
LoEng(kk,v)=ct1+LoEng(kk,v);  % Energy loss for LP
Fau(kk,v)=1+Fau(kk,v);  % failure rate for LP
Rest(kk,v)=TTR+Rest(kk,v);  % Restauration time for LP
TTFL(i,:)=[];
MinTTFL=min(TTFL(:,1));  % finding the next comp that has the least TTF
end
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% generate the DGs history
T=zeros(1,length(RR));
TTFG=zeros(1,length(RR));
TTRG=zeros(1,length(RR));
for ii=1:2
    for jj=1:length(RR)
        TTFG1(ii,jj)=1/FR(jj)*log(rand(1))*8760; % finding Time to failure(hr) for each DG
        TTRG1(ii,jj)=1/RR(jj)*log(rand(1));  % finding Time to repair (hr) for each DG
        T(1,jj)=[T(1,jj)+TTFG1(ii,jj)+TTRG1(ii,jj)];
    end
    if min(T)>8760;
        break
    end
end
TTFG1=round(TTFG1);
% round TTF to the nearest integer number.

TTRG1=round(TTRG1);
% round TTR to the nearest integer number.

TTFG=TTFG1(1,:);
for ii=1:length(RR)
    TTRG(1,ii)=TTFG(1,ii)+TTRG1(1,ii);
end

if length(TTFG1(:,1))>1
    for ii=1:length(RR)
        TTFG(2,ii)=TTRG(1,ii)+TTFG1(2,ii);
    end
    for ii=1:length(RR)
        TTRG(2,ii)=TTFG(2,ii)+TTRG1(2,ii);
    end
end

for i=1:length(FSRI);
    u=rand(1);
    if u==1;
        u=0.999;
    end
    TTF(i,1)=(-1/(Lamda*FSRI(i,2))*log(u)*8760);
% finding Time to failure(hr) of each dis components hr
    TTF(i,2)=i;
end

MinTTF=min(TTF(:,1));
while(MinTTF<8760)
    % finding min of TTF
    for m=1:length(TTF(:,1))
        % finding the Dis component that has least TTF
        if TTF(m,1)==MinTTF;
            break
        end
end
end
i=TTF(m,2);
Fno=FSRI(i,3); % finding the failed feeder
for k=1:length(FSRI) % finding the first section of the feeder Fno
    if FSRI(k,3)==Fno;
        break
    end
end
ct=0;
for j=1:length(FSRI); % finding the No of sections of feeder Fno
    if FSRI(j,3)==Fno;
        ct=1+ct;
    end
end
LFS=ct+k-1; % finding the last section of feeder Fno
ELD=[];
for j=1:length(LP); % finding the affected load points by the failure that cannot be restored
    if LP(j,2)==i && LP(j,3)==i+1;
        ELD=[LP(j,1);ELD];
    end
end
ELD1=[];
for j=1:length(LP) % finding the load points affected by the failure that can be restored
    if i==LFS
        ELD1=[];
        break
    end
    if LP(j,1)>max(ELD) && LP(j,4)==Fno;
        ELD1=[LP(j,1);ELD1];
    end
end
% finding failure time to calculate the energy loss
MonthTTF=MinTTF/730; % convert time to failure from hour to month
DayTTF=(MonthTTF-floor(MonthTTF))*30; % convert time to failure from month to day
if MonthTTF<1 % convert time to failure from day to hour
    MonthTTF=1;
end
MonthTTF=floor(MonthTTF);
HourTTF=(DayTTF-floor(DayTTF))*24;
if HourTTF<1
    HourTTF=1;
end
HourTTF=round(HourTTF);
% finding the output power of PV1
PVno=1; % PV no.
[P2]=PV_output_power1(MonthTTF,HourTTF,PVno);
PG(1)=P2/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(1,2); % if the PV is connected to the failed section
    PG(1)=0; % the output power equal zero
end
% finding the output power of WT1
WTno=1; % WT no.
[P3]=WT_output_power(WTno,HourTTF); % if the WT is connected to the failed section
PG(2)=P3/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(2,2); % if the WT is connected to the failed section
    PG(2)=0; % the output power equal zero
end
% finding the output power of Gas Turbine 1
[PG(3)]=DG_output_power(HourTTF);
if i==DGData(3,2); % if the DG is connected to the failed section
    PG(3)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

% finding the output power of PV 2
PVno=1; % PV no.
[P2]=PV_output_power1(MonthTTF,HourTTF,PVno);
PG(4)=P2/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(4,2); % if the PV is connected to the failed section
    PG(4)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

% finding the output power of PV3
PVno=1;
[P2]=PV_output_power1(MonthTTF,HourTTF,PVno);
PG(5)=P2/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(4,2); % if the PV is connected to the failed section
    PG(5)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

% finding the output power of WT2
WTno=2;
[P3]=WT_output_power(WTno,HourTTF);
PG(6)=P3/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(5,2); % if the WT is connected to the failed section
    PG(6)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

% finding the output power of Gas Turbine 2
[PG(7)]=DG_output_power(HourTTF);
if i==DGData(6,2); % if the PV is connected to the failed section
    PG(7)=0; % the output power equal zero
% finding the output power of PV4
PVno=1;

[P2]=PV_output_power(MonthTTF,HourTTF,PVno);
PG(8)=P2/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(4,2); % if the PV is connected to the failed section
    PG(8)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

% finding the output power of WT3
WTno=2;

[P3]=WT_output_power(WTno,HourTTF);
PG(9)=P3/1000; % to convert it to MW
if i==DGData(5,2); % if the WT is connected to the failed section
    PG(9)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

% finding the output power of Gas Turbine 3
[PG(10)]=DG_output_power(HourTTF);
if i==DGData(6,2); % if the PV is connected to the failed section
    PG(10)=0; % the output power equal zero
end

for ii=1:length(TTFG(1,:));
    for jj=1:length(TTFG(:,1));
        if (MinTTF>=TTFG(jj,ii) && MinTTF<=TTRG(jj,ii))
            PG(ii)=0;
        end
    end
end

TTR=-r*log(rand(1)); % finding the time to repair
TTR1=round(TTR); % round TTR
for jj=1:length(ELD) % finding the energy loss of ELD
ct1=0;
ct2=0;
for ii=1:TTR1
    if HourTTF+ct2>=24
        HourTTF=1;
        ct2=0;
    end
    ct1=ct1+LP(ELD(jj,1),6)*Pm(MonthTTF)*Ph(HourTTF+ct2); % finding the total load of ELD load point
    ct2=ct2+1;
end
LoEng(kk,ELD(jj))=ct1+LoEng(kk,ELD(jj)); % Energy loss of ELD
end
for jj=1:length(ELD);
    Fau(kk,ELD(jj))=Fau(kk,ELD(jj))+1; % failure rate of ELD
    Rest(kk,ELD(jj))=TTR+Rest(kk,ELD(jj)); %Restoration time of ELD
end
PG1=[];
% finding if the DGs could supply the load point within microgrid % during failure
%if Fno==1 || Fno==4; % cause the microgrids are located in these feeders
for jj=1:length(DGData(:,1));
    if DGData(jj,2)>i && DGData(jj,3)==Fno
        PG1=[[PG1];DGData(jj,1) DGData(jj,5)]; % the total generation can supply the load during a failure.
    end
end
d=isempty(PG1);
if d==0
    TotalLoad=0;
% finding the total load within the microgrid
for ii=1:length(ELD1)
    TotalLoad=Ph(HourTTF)*Pm(MonthTTF)*LP(ELD1(ii),6)+TotalLoad;
end

% finding the total generation within the microgrid
Totalgen=0;
for ii=1:length(PG1(:,1))
    Totalgen=Totalgen+PG(PG1(ii,1))+PG1(ii,2);
end

% if the DGs fail to supply the load,
if Totalgen<=TotalLoad
    for ii=1:length(ELD1);
        Fau(kk,ELD1(ii))=1+Fau(kk,ELD1(ii));  % failure rate of ELD1
        Rest(kk,ELD1(ii))=1+Rest(kk,ELD1(ii)); %Restoration time of ELD1
        LoEng(kk,ELD1(ii))=1*Ph(HourTTF)*Pm(MonthTTF)*LP(ELD1(ii),6)+LoEng(kk,ELD1(ii)); % Energy loss of ELD1
    end
end
TTF(m,:)=[];
MinTTF=min(TTF(:,1));
end
end

% finding the average of restoration time
for jj=1:length(LP);
    Fu(1,jj)=sum(Fau(:,jj))/NC;  % finding the average failure rate of load point
    ELoss(1,jj)=sum(LoEng(:,jj))/sum(Fau(:,jj)); % total Energy Loss of load point
    ELoss(1,jj)=ELoss(1,jj)*Fu(1,jj);  % annual average Energy Loss of load point
end
Rest1(1,jj)=sum(Rest(:,jj))/sum(Fau(:,jj));  \% total average restoration time of load point

Rest1(1,jj)=Rest1(1,jj)*Fu(1,jj);  \% annual average restoration time of load point

ct=0;
ct1=0;
EENS=0;
end

for jj=1:length(LP);
    ct=ct+LP(jj,7)*Fu(1,jj);  \% total number of customers interrupted
    ct1=ct1+Rest1(1,jj)*LP(jj,7);  \% Total customer of interruption durations
    EENS=EENS+ELoss(1,jj);  \% Total expected energy not served
end

SAIFI=ct/sum(LP(:,7))  \% finding SAIFI

SAIDI=ct1/sum(LP(:,7))  \% finding SAIDI
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